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We first told you here about a new ghostly chiller called AS NIGHT FALLS, from Pop Gun
Pictures and Crown Productions. Now we’ve got a first look at the movie’s trailer (past the jump
at the bottom of the page) and a couple of new exclusive photos, as well as an update from
writer/director Joe Davison—including news of its debut.

“I just received confirmation that AS NIGHT FALLS will be premiering on Saturday, October 9 at
8:30 at Orlando’s Screamfest,” Davison, who also co-stars, tells us. “This film is already a huge
success for me in the fact that it took almost five years of searching for funding, constant
meetings, proposals and crashing through obstacles beyond measure to get it made. But in the
end, thanks to Crown Productions, Dwight Cenac II, Rob Massetti, Josh Long, Stu McLaughlin
and our beloved investors, we managed to complete the film. I owe them so much.”

AS NIGHT FALLS also stars Deneen Melody, Lily Cardone, Debbie Rochon, Cenac, Grace
Chapman, Michael Ellison, Raine Brown and Jeremy King in the story of two sisters and their
friends haunted and slaughtered by murderous spirits at a farmhouse. “This movie has so much
to offer,” Davison says, “from crazy fight scenes with Deneen and Debbie to a one-of-a-kind van
fight/chase/flying scene with Debbie and Dwight, where we had to suspend them both on
harnesses while going 40 miles an hour. Debbie was so funny swinging back and forth on the
harness between scenes; she was amazing. I pushed the actors to the brink: Deneen fighting a
gang of zombies, Dwight with the midair fighting and Debbie with not only the action, but these
miserable contact lenses that were killing her. Lily Cardone was great as well; she was so quick
to understand the scenes and knew everyone’s lines—especially mine. Grace Chapman, who
played Amelia, the ghost girl, was fantastic! She brought a wide-eyed loneliness to the
character that was truly heartfelt.”
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For more AS NIGHT FALLS visuals and info, see its official website here , Facebook page her
e
and MySpace page
here
.
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